ACTING FACTS
2 OR MORE AWARDS

[#] indicates number of acting nominations received
* Every nomination resulted in the award

[Updated thru 88th Awards (2/16)]

4 AWARDS

3 AWARDS
Ingrid Bergman – Actress (1944) (1956); Supporting Actress (1974) [7]

2 AWARDS
Cate Blanchett – Supporting Actress (2004); Actress (2013) [6]
Marlon Brando – Actor (1954) (1972) [8]
Gary Cooper – Actor (1941) (1952) (also Honorary Award - 1960) [5]
Bette Davis – Actress (1935) (1938) [10]
Olivia de Havilland – Actress (1946) (1949) [5]
Gene Hackman – Actor (1971); Supporting Actor (1992) [5]
Helen Hayes – Actress (1931/32); Supporting Actress (1970) [2]*
Jessica Lange – Supporting Actress (1982); Actress (1994) [6]
Vivien Leigh – Actress (1939) (1951) [2]*
Jack Lemmon – Supporting Actor (1955); Actor (1973) [8]
Fredric March – Actor (1931/32) (1946) [5]
Anthony Quinn – Supporting Actor (1952) (1956) [4]
Luise Rainer – Actress (1936) (1937) [2]*
Maggie Smith – Actress (1969); Supporting Actress (1978) [6]
Kevin Spacey – Supporting Actor (1995); Actor (1999) [2]*
Spencer Tracy – Actor (1937) (1938) [9]
Peter Ustinov – Supporting Actor (1960) (1964) [3] (plus 1 writing nomination)